
Prizes and New Updates Are Coming From
Haypi

Haypi Adventure: Kingdom of Glory

Haypi Co Ltd lives up to its reputation of
an extremely productive mobile games
developer. Haypi keeps adding new
content to the games and organizing
activities

SHANGHAI, SHANGHAI, CHINA, June
27, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Haypi
Co., Ltd successfully lives up to its
reputation of an extremely productive
mobile games developer. Haypi has kept
busy releasing new updates and games.
The developer of MMOs, war strategy
games, MMORPGs, EDU games and so
on, still keeps adding new content to the
games and organizing exciting activities
with awesome prizes.

The winners from Haypi’s World Cup
Frenzy activity will become known any
minute, because the activity is coming to
an end today, at 7:00 AM GMT.! Players
recall that together with the start of the
World Cup, Haypi announced an activity
which allows players to earn prizes up to
a hundred dollars’ worth! The download
link and password to the "Haypi's Lucky
Moments" file will be disclosed when the
activity ends (7:00 AM GMT June 27th,
2014). The activity had simple rules -

players just had to post an entry below the special activity threads on Haypi Forums. If the reply
happened to be the first posted right at or after the Haypi's Lucky Moments (pre-set timeline for this
activity), then that player could win a prize accordingly. 

Same as before, Haypi continues to offer new updates and features to their fans. Haypi Pirates,
Haypi’s successful MMO and strategy game, will soon see another update come to life. A new update
of the game, version 1.6, has been submitted to Apple for review. Not only Haypi Pirates, but Haypi
Monster: The Lost Tower also got an update - version 1.5.1. This update to Haypi’s popular EDU
game continues to be absolutely well-received. In addition, Haypi’s team is now working on something
new, and the players should soon be happily surprised.

There is another important piece of news concerning the developer’s newest game: Haypi Adventure:

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.haypi.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=848&t=23914
http://www.haypi.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=848&t=23914
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/haypi-pirates/id676030326?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/haypi-adventure-kingdom-glory/id807333394?mt=8


Haypi Monster: The Lost Tower

Kingdom of Glory. Haypi has announced
the release of another update of the
game - Version 1.0.1. In the new update,
the improvements are in two major
directions – increasing the value of in-
app purchases through special treats,
and optimizing the game with some
changes based on the players’ feedback.

Now the in-game purchases give a great
value to the players, and allow them to
enjoy the game even more! Players can
get lots of bonuses, which would make
them able to advance in the game faster.
A whole new feature called “Alliance Gift”
has been introduced in the latest update.

The Alliance Gift is an extra bonus that is received whenever anyone in the alliance buys a certain
type of gold package. The Gift may include silver, wood, iron, or even gold. In the new version 1.0.1,
there is a choice of One-Time-Only treats. Players can get more gold through these newly-introduced
Gift Packs. Apart from that, an option for a Special pack of gold has also become available in the new
update. With the Special Pack, a player can get 30 in-game gold coins immediately, and then enjoy an
extra daily reward for the following 30 days after buying the special pack. The extra reward collects up
to 300 gold. 

The new update also features some useful improvements that make the gameplay much smoother.
Except for fixing minor errors, the developer also made some changes base on the players’ feedback.
In the game, when an attack against another player has been initiated, the attacker can get a nice
amount of the bonus resources from the system. Now, reports about the combats that are initiated by
a certain player separately display the plundered resources and the bonus resources (obtained from
the system). In this way, players’ confusion over the real amount of resources lost after being attacked
has been reduced. Some additional optimizations of Haypi Adventure have been made to improve the
fairness of the gameplay. For example, Silver Protection technology can protect more silver than
before. There other improvements, too - general optimizations have been made to UI display. Lag and
force close issues have been corrected on viewing Combat Replay Videos. So now Haypi Adventure
runs smoother and Is much more exciting than ever.

Haypi Co., Ltd. is a private company based in China. Their most successful games include Haypi
Kingdom, Haypi Dragon, Haypi Pirates, Haypi Monster, Haypi Monster: The Lost Tower, and Haypi
Adventure. Haypi’s mobile games have been downloaded over several million times by players from
around the world. All these games are free to download, and offer in-game purchases. People of all
ages and walks of life are welcome to join Haypi’s family!
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